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Introduction
One or two hundred years ago, people were entertained and inspired by the visual
experience caused by rapid successive substitution of sequential pictures. Several people who
loved maths put sequential pictures above the spinning disc(see in figure 1). When the disc
started to spin, people could observe the figure of a soldier drawn on the sequential pictures
getting his life through showing his act of walking in front of viewers’ eyes. Obviously, the
soldier on the paper did not have the ability of moving. The idea behind his motion is the
persistence of vision—an optical illusion of motion when the human brain blends multiple
discrete images into a single image. What people watched was a virtual soldier doing an illusory
movement.

Figure 1. Stampfer’s stroboscopic disc published by Trentsensky & Vieweg in 1833

One hundred years later, the trick of visual experience has developed into a huge industry
and a mature art form—animation. Thanks to the development of technology and the continuous
practice and innovation of animators, what animation can do was not limited by simple
movement of objects and figures one hundred years before. Today’s animation can almost
actualize every imagination produced by people’s brain, not only a soldier on the paper walking,
but also a three-dimensional soldier, depending on his skilled swordsmanship, kills the evil
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dragon and saves the whole world. Today’s animation not merely brings the pleasure from visual
experience, but also provokes deep thinking from both children and adults. Animation shows its
possibility of representing people’s imagination. At the same time, animators extend the
possibility of animation all the time.
The term “animation” includes many types of works and media. Today, people are more
familiar with computer generated 2D or 3D anime and cartoons. In fact, puppet animation, flip
book, cel animation, and more are all included in the scope of animation. Besides, animation as a
synthetical art form, applies various media in order to have different visual experiences. Our
familiar 2D animation usually includes media such as language, painting, music. But there are
also silence animation and clay animation. Therefore, sound is unnecessary for some animation
works. Meanwhile, sculpture seems to be the important medium for most stop motion animation
works. There is also live-action animation included by the term “animation”. Although animation
has many differences from live-action film, some animation works can borrow the technique
from live-action film to express its animated content. Considering the multiple types of
animation with various media applied, it seems to be hard to answer a generalized question
“what is animation”.
My thinking on animation begins with how inclusive animation as a popular art form is.
There are commercial animation and experimental animation. There are cel animation, 2D
animation, 3D animation, and even VR animation. There are hand-drawn animation and stop
motion animation. There are abstract animation and also animated series. With so many divisions
of animation applying various media, I am curious about what it is even though “animation” is
such a familiar concept in my generation.
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People can answer this question in different ways by describing the animation works they
have in their mind. Here, my thinking of the “what is animation” question has two aspects in
order to find an answer that has a broad scope. First, do these works that people call them
animation share similarity? Second, considering the opposing question “what is not animation”,
it would be rewarding to think what is the difference between animation and other art forms. If
people can answer these two questions perfectly, it seems there would be an essence of animation
as the definition of animation, which would help people for a further study on animation. The
first aspect assumes a feature/features that all animation works share. It sounds reasonable
considering people name them with the same term. But the view is rejected by Wittgenstein
borrowing the idea that he discusses in Philosophy Investigation about the grammar of daily
language. He questions the claim “they must have something in common, or they would not be
called ‘games’.”(Wittgenstein 66) Wittgenstein’s idea of family resemblance emphasizes that
things that are called with the same name do not really have something in common, but merely a
similarity and affinity. Just like people who are in the big family, A is similar to B because of
their eyes, B is similar to C because of their noses. Even though A, B, C do not have features in
common, they are in the same family. Thus, I wonder whether the question “what is animation”
is hard to answer because of family resemblance?
But we are not sure whether family resemblance agrees that there is no possibility of
finding a common feature. For example, we have some clear definitions of the concepts such as
the biological definition of animal and non-animal, human and non human. Besides, if we take
family resemblance loosely, it is possible that there would be a big category that continues
adding the similar members. The category becomes larger. The meaning of spontaneous
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differentiation and categorization disappears. Thus, whether the concept animation shares
something in common worths examining. Specificity thesis contributes a lot to provide a
conception and structure of every art form, which has been the theoretical foundation to some
analysis of a specific art form in the last century. It is based on the idea that an art form needs to
have something in common. The common features are also what this art form is good at. Then
the excellence of every art form is the boundary to divide different art forms.
In the twentieth century, specificity theory was one of the popular trends in the field of
cinema study since it increased people’s awareness of the seriousness of cinema to some extent.
Noël Carroll, an influential film theorist and philosopher, has analyzed specificity theory in
detail. According to his summary, the specificity thesis consists of two parts. One is related to the
question of excellence, which is “there is something that each medium does best”(Carroll 280).
The other is the question of differentiation that is “each of the arts should do what differentiates
it from the other arts”(Carroll 280). Being combined together, the basic mode of specificity
thesis is formed, “each art form should explore only those avenues of development in which it
exclusively excels above all other arts”(Carroll 280). Specificity thesis in film theory is
“filmmakers should stress the differentiating features(the limitations) that enable the medium to
potrary animated action(what cinema does best)”(Carroll 280). Under the formula of specificity
thesis, the definition of any art form seems to be easily generated once people could find what an
art form does best and how it differentiates from other art forms. Therefore, after introducing the
specificity thesis, we will next examine whether we can find a common feature among multiple
types of animation works, which shows what they do best.
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There are some representative works in animation that initially shapes people’s
impression of animation: a two-dimensional rat that is not scary and even a bit cute uses his
wisdom to cheat and defeat a cat that is much larger than it; or a yellow sponge that talks like a
human and make friend with a squirrel living at the bottom of the sea. Or unexpected
composition of shapes and lines constructs the art of dynamic. Or a TV serial that describes the
ordinary people’s life but in an animatic style. Since they are all intuitively called as animation
by us, what do they have in common? A fictional story that cannot happen in the real world such
as the life of a yellow talking sponge under the sea, or the exaggerated expression of bodies such
as the cat’s body that can be stretched infinitely, or only the movement of a figure living in the
two-dimensional world that is created by an animator’s hand? When we start to get an initial idea
of what animation is, some new works make us question our previous idea. In the development
of animation, many aliens of works appeared since artists always tried to bring new expression
ways into their animation work, which led us to asking whether animation can be like this or
that.
When Emile Cohl’s Fantasmagorie(1908) as one of the early works that influenced the
development of animation appeared before the audience, people started to believe that animation
should be a planar and hand-drawing work. Also, transformation in animation attracted the
audience a lot, which has become the basic principle or symbol in most animation works.
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Figure 2. Emile Cohl’s Fantasmagorie(1908), the animator’s hand intrudes into the animated world and
draws a figure by chalk. These chalk men can be transformed into different shapes and images.

But, after two or three years, entomologist Ladislaw Starewicz, who was the animator of
the first puppet-animated film The Beautiful Leukanida(1912), broke the rule of two-dimensional
drawing. For the aim of making a teaching video about insects, he made the specimen of insects
move flexibly and shoot them frame by frame. Compared to the hand-drawing on the plane,
Starewicz applied a three-dimensional entity from the real world into the core of his animation.
He was more like shooting real objects in the real world. Puppet animation, clay animation, and
also live-action animation that combines hand-drawing characters into live action shots or
live-action actors into animated shots are good examples for us to re-examine what kind of work
can be called animation.
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Figure 3. The Cameraman’s Revenge (1912), stop motion animation work consists of both
hand-drawn painting and live-action objects

Many experimental works also challenged our traditional impression of animation. Ryan
Larkin’s Street Musique, similar to Fantasmagorie, is good at unpredictable transformation of
images. But Larkin’s animation does not care about the content of the work at all. It is easy for
the audience to appreciate its beauty of drawing while it is more difficult to find a thesis in his
work. His animation is more like a beautiful illustration book that forms a series of movements
when people turn pages quickly. Except for the excellent movement of transformation, Larkin’s
work is good at painting but lacks storytelling. Larkin’s abstract work does not aim at imitating
the real world, but an entire fantasy. Animators similar to Larkin who focus more on fantastical
imagination instead of a flat narration shows animation is not limited by the narration.
Therefore, finding a common feature among different types of animation that could show what
animation does best seems to be difficult. It seems that, taking animation in a broad sense, family
resemblance can be the answer that rejects the stable definition of animation.
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Figure 4. Street Musique (1972), this animation work is more like to bring a smooth movement of
an abstract flip book.

After realizing the difficulty of finding a common feature in various animation works, we
start to examine the second aspect of answering “what is animation”-- whether there are any
specificity that differentiates animation from other art forms. Here, we have to mention a
commonly used definition of animation, the motion pictures, which leads to a discussion about
live-action film and animation. Movie, understood as the moving picture in a general sense,
includes both live-action film and animation film. Although having “moving picture” as the
definition of animation sounds reasonable, this general concept is hard to hide the difference of
two art forms. Both as moving pictures, the difference might be the basis of two art forms. The
idea that the basis of live-action film is photography is raised by Andre Bazin. Andre Bazin is
one of the biggest advocates of the realism of photography. Bazin thinks that photography has
the nature of objectivity, which “confers on it a quality of credibility absent from all other
picture-making”(Bazin 13). He compared with photography and other plastic art, especially
painting. In his view, the appearance of photography actualized the entire reproduction of reality,
by saying “for the first time an image of the world is formed automatically, without the creative
intervention of man.”(Bazin 13) Painting, even though realistic painters strive to stimulate the
real world accurately, they still merely reflect a spiritual reality since human beings put their
subjective view into the imitation. Photography, in his view, stands oppositely to painting, which
would not be intervened by humans. By photography, human beings merely record the real world
in an objective and indifferent way. Painting is a common media in animation. Compared with
objective photography, animation works are full of subjectivity since every line and color can not
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copy from the objective world. The different basis of two media influences the image styles as
the most striking visual differences. One is hand-drawn style while the other is photographic
style.
We can see two art forms have equal position under motion pictures and are different
from each other. However, with the development of CGI and VR, the visual effects of some
animation works are close to the realistic visual effects of live-action film. For example, the new
version of Lion King(2019), depending on using VR, brings realistic photography effects rather
than the old vivid animated version. Also, rotoscoping, a technique that appeared in the last
century for improving the efficiency of animation production, has revived these years.
Rotoscoping is that animators capture the movements of real actors and transform them into
hand-drawn animations frame by frame. While showing a hand-painted texture that is not
available in live-action movies, the animators depict extremely realistic movements and detailed
facial expressions that are rare in ordinary 3D or 2D. Compared with the rumor that it was not
really a process of creating animation in the last century, the realistic effect caused by
rotoscoping is taken as a way of rich expression in animation.
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Figure 5. Undone (2019), an animation work uses rotoscoping technique. The body and facial expression
is richer than traditional hand-drawn animation.

In addition to the image styles as the main difference between animation and live-action,
movement of camera is also an obvious difference between two art forms. Live-action, based on
photography, depends on the real camera. The real camera can be placed freely. The
photographer can carry it and follow the actor, or use a mechanical device to record the scene
from a more tricky angle, from a very high altitude or doing a circle movement. But in animation
before the CGI era, there is no real camera but the eyes of animators. The camera existing in
their mind helps animators to imagine the distance between the audience and the animated world.
Limited by previous technology, the camera, or to say the perspective of watching, is fixed. It
authentically records the movement of animated characters with very limited movement of the
camera. However, with the appearance of CGI, the conception of virtual cameras is familiar to
animators in almost every animation software, especially 3D production. It simulates the real
camera in live-action production, adding richer movement of camera. With the help of computer
technology, the limits in traditional animation such as fixity of camera and also inconvenience of
pursuit of realistic visual effect that is close to live-action film have been overcome.
Not only animators pursue realistic image styles and apply some live-action techniques in
their work, but also live-action films learn some techniques and expression ways from animation.
This phenomenon causes a shortage of the possible definition of animation. If we answer “what
is animation” by saying the essence of animation is the subjective representation of reality while
the essence of live-action film is related to the objective photography, many works would be hard
to categorize. The difference becomes blurred with the development of technology and the
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interaction with animation techniques and cinematic techniques. Animation could pursue
realistic pictures, live-action could use exaggerated or imaginative effects to make more fantasy
films. It seems their tasks tend to intersect. In traditional animation, we see animation is good at
depicting fantasy while live-action film tends to express realistic themes.
Observing the classic animation works of the last century, we can find that animation
works are more inclined to express fantasy and fictional stories. Even today, if people open an
animation channel randomly and search for the most recent animation series, more than half of
the subject matter is still fantasy and adventure. Such a phenomenon can be analyzed.
Animation and fantasy themes can often be viewed in conjunction. Fantasy is an exploration of
the possibilities of the world by the human brain. The production of animation is not like
live-action film because it does not be restricted by the law in reality. The creation of animation
is found on the objects and events we observe in reality. But, animators do not need to copy
reality. They can create animated characters that could not exist in the world. They can also use
exaggerated transformation to show how different the animated world is. The free creation of
animation matches the fantasy theme. This might be the reason that animation is often used to
express fantasy themes. Also it conveys the idea that animation is good at creating fantasy.
However, live-action films are not merely documentaries. It also has many genres. Sci-fiction
and Marvel movies rely on animation techniques to achieve special effects. In live action film, in
addition to the visual effects of animation, animation contributes a lot to create objects that
cannot exist in reality and make the audience believe in the existence of another world.
In the previous discussion, we see some of animation works are not limited by its
tradition—anthropomorphized animals as the main characters, exaggerated transformation as the
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source of laugh, simplified depiction as the familiar image styles. Animation can also be detailed
and realistic that is close to live-action film. Meanwhile, live-action films can also use animation
technique to actualize some difficult scenes. These are good communication between animation
and live action film. But it brings a possible problem caused by the development technology.
People are concerned with whether the boundary between animation and live-action film become
blurred. Also, is the boundary between two art forms important to be distinguished? When the
new Lion King came out, people expected the director Jon Favreau’s answer to the question— is
the film animation or live action? He answered,
“Well, it’s difficult because it’s neither, really. It depends what standard you’re using. Because
there’s no real animals and there’s no real cameras and there’s not even any performance that’s
being captured that’s underlying data that’s real. Everything is coming through the hands of
artists. But to say it’s animated I think is misleading as far as what the expectations might be.
And it also changes the way you sit and watch it. Because hopefully, you could just watch it
without it being introduced. If we put up that Rafiki footage and didn’t say what it was, some
people might know, some people might not know how it was done, but it causes you to be
present and mindful and pay attention because you’re trying to figure out what you’re looking at.
And that’s a great disposition to be in as an audience member.”(Pearson 2019)
For Favreau, the boundary is not so important. He knew the new Lion King was more like an
experimental film that brought the filmmakers a chance to apply VR in the field of motion
picture. It also brought the audience a special experience of watching an extremely realistic
animation. However, for some scholars such as Alan Cholodenko, an advocate of reconsidering
the status of animation in film study, thinks it is necessary to distinguish two art forms with new
eyes. In his introduction of The Illusion of Life 2, he shows the idea that animation is a concept,
not only a form of media similar to or opposed to live action film.
There is a popular view that animation is a form of film, the subordinate genre in film
study. Through Cholodenko’s historical research on animation, he claims that early in 1892, “the
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animation apparatus of Emile Reynaud’s Optique…possessed all the elements of the cinematic
apparatus minus photography, suggesting that cinema(that is, live action film) is animation’s
step-child”(Cholodenko 34). At the end of the nineteenth century, the birth of animation and live
action film was influenced by each other. The historical research would bring a little help on
thinking about the original form of two kinds of media. Rather than debating which one was
firstly born, the similarity of them worth noting—both of them were the successive images
recorded either by camera or by hands. The difference is mainly one shots the motion of live
objects and the other creates the motion of inanimate objects. Maureen Furniss tends to put them
under the broad category of “motion picture production”(Furniss 5). Putting the difference of
their forms aside, let us assume the possible common feature of motion picture production—the
representation of reality. The representation of reality can be understood in different ways. If we
put live action in the dominant position in motion picture production, the reality is more like the
simulation of the real world. Andre Bazin has argued that realism is the most important function
of cinema. He places the cinema above painting, as a medium that duplicates reality. At the same
time, he also realizes that the reality that the camera can depict is not equal to reality— cinema is
the asymptote of reality.
However, if we put animation in a dominant position in motion picture production, the
reality that is shown in film does not take the real world as the standard. The change of position
brings a question about what is reality that would influence the generating of film and animation
theory. What people perceive is reality? Does a subjective reality or an objective reality exist?
For Alan Cholodenko, he follows the step of Jean Baudrillard who says “…there is no objectivity
to the world…one has to recognize the reality of the illusion”(Cholodenko 51). Cholodenko
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plays an interesting word choice on “the illusion of life” and “the life of illusion”. He thinks that
animation film, film animation and the animatic apparatus produce the illusion of motion.
Ironically, the reality we see in the film and animation can be the illusion; the illusion we
perceive can be more real.
Bringing Cholodenko into the discussion is not for making a standard of two art forms,
but to notice how two art forms intertwined with each other. Cholodenko’s proposal provides a
chance to reconsider the status of two art forms. Under the different relation between two art
forms, the generated theory would be different since it would take different subjects as the
standard. How we categorize a new work of art with the features of live-action film or animation
into any of two art forms depends on what kind of standard, or to say definition we accept now.
Putting animation into a different position, helps people to “define animation’s identity, to seek a
specificity to it, to establish its uniqueness, its essence”(Cholodenko 52). I appreciate
Cholodenko’s effort to improve the seriousness of animation study. But, coming back to the
discussion of the blurred boundary between two art forms, based on the equal status of two art
forms, the conclusion whether the boundary is loose or not might not be so important now.
Although Favreau and Cholodenko hold different views on the blurred boundary between
animation and live-action film, their different views reflect the distinctiveness of two art forms
since the topic is controversial and shows its seriousness of study. Thus, it is worth exploring
how we understand the difference of art forms and whether the uniqueness exists in these art
forms. This process would be necessary to answer “what is animation”.
In sum, this introduction aims to provide a background of animation study. First,
animation is an inclusive concept. The works that we call animation contain various media and
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possibility of expression methods. The usage of “animation” seems to be very loose. Second,
with the development of technology, animation and live-action film intersect with each other in
some works. The blurred boundary between two forms increases the difficulty of finding the
peculiarity of an art form. Third, In the animation field, the definition of animation is always
unsatisfied. The previous two points can explain why the question “what is animation” is hard to
answer in a perfect way.
In the next three chapters, although I do not stop my pursuit of the best answer of “what
is animation”, through three kinds of answers to this question, I believe it is not a productive
question. However, in my exploration of this question, I have a better understanding of the
danger of answering this question, which is that the answer is easy to be trapped into the
limitation of specificity thesis. Therefore, taking Noel Carroll’s critical analysis on specificity
thesis as my main resource, I will discuss the benefit and limitation of specificity thesis and how
it will influence the possible answer of “what is animation”.
I will use three studies that are related to “what is animation” to develop my
understanding on animation. In chapter 1, I start my exploration of the possible common features
and peculiarity of animation, which is closely related to the representation of reality. The focus is
the comparison of two versions of Lion King, which seems to bring a specificity of animation
compared to live-action style work. However, the common features and peculiarities I found are
not so broad in animation. Thus, in Chapter 2, I turn to Stanley Cavell’s view on the
distinctiveness of animation and live-action film. I make an effort on reflecting on the previous
exploration of the specificity in animation. I borrow Carroll’s critique on specificity thesis to
explain why the previous two studies failed. In Chapter 3, I analyze how Thomas Lamarre uses a
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specificity thesis to serve his theory of animation. It strengthens my understanding of specificity,
thesis and the question“what is animation”.
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Chapter 1: the peculiarity of animation--the study on the representation of reality
The world of animation is virtual and fictional-- this might be a very familiar claim.
Animation does have an appearance that is opposed to realism. Firstly, compared to live-action
films that record the objects physically existing in the world, animation is created from simply
the impression of an object. In the past, animators created a vivid figure by hand, pens, and
paper. Now, animators make their creation in the blank space of computer software. But every
movement and emotion of figures and the background come from animators’ minds. Then they
draw them on the paper or celluloid. The comparison of the production process between the
live-action film and animation specifically shows that one of the reasons why people think
animation is unreal is that animation works with the illusory objects. When the audience watches
a cartoon figure running on the two-dimensional plane, they will not say this is a real person
running. The figure is not like a real person though animators create this figure based on the
observation of the real human. Even though the animators are able to use various drawing
techniques to make the figure close to the real human, the audience still feel the cartoon figure is
the creation of imagination. Animation’s world is naturally separated from our real world.
Besides, the smooth motion of the figure is another lie created by animation. The figure seems to
have the ability to move autonomously. But, in fact, their smooth action is merely an optical
illusion. Animation cannot actualize the real movement. What animators do is to convey a sense
of motion.
Secondly, as one of the best artistic mediums to actualize fantastical imagination,
animation is always used to represent fantasy, fairy tales, scientific fiction, and so on. Speaking
sponge, deformable chalk man, and the cat that can play piano cannot exist in our real life. These
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characters and stories originated from human’s brains. This imagination takes place in the world
inside paper, celluloid, TV, computer. The story is fictional. The figures are always
anthropomorphic objects or animals, and humans that not only live an ordinary life. As these
themes often appear in works of animation, people spontaneously give the label of fantasy to
animation.
But, is animation the fictional art? Not entirely. Animation has a different representation
of reality compared with live-action film, which seems to be paradoxical according to what has
been discussed before. The fake figures and fake stories do not prevent animators from pursuing
a certain sense of reality. The fact is both children and adults are immersed in such a fictional
world. It seems there is no big seperation between fictional world and real world so that the
audience is welcomed to enter this fictional world. What kind of reality is hidden inside its fake
appearance, which is pursued by animators to invite the audience into the fictional world?
Animation is a product created based on reality, just like any other art forms. No matter
how exaggerated the imagination is, it cannot be produced without the people’s experience and
feeling in the real world. The illusory appearance of animation does not split the world of
animation and our real world. Although we cannot find a cat called Tom and a mouse called
Jerry who behave like humans, they definitely come from animators’ careful observation towards
cats and mice. Cat catching mice is what we can see in our world. What animators do is to
endow human-like performance to these virtual characters with their excellent ability of
imagination.
Except for the general idea that any imagination is based on our experience in the real
world, we can also find animation’s special imitation of the real world from a certain style of
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animation. Animation works can be classified into various types according to the content. Most
animation can have a label of fantasy because they usually include magic and supernatural
elements or the main characters have the experience that the audience cannot have in their
normal life. There are also works of animation focused on depicting daily life, which aim at
representing the life that an ordinary person would have. So this type of animation is more close
to representing the world in a realistic way. For example, animation describing campus life such
as making friends and attending club activities are popular especially for teenagers. There is no
supernatural element in these animations. There are only the ordinary characters that any of us
could become telling ordinary stories. This type of work depicts the growth of youth and gives
advice and encouragement to the audience. Considering the content, animators will not increase
many fantastical elements in this type of animation since they make effort to create a real campus
inside the animation so that the audience can evoke with their school experience. But animators
do not just copy reality in order to increase realistic sense in this type of animation. No matter
what content the animation has, the imitation of the real world is a necessary process of making
animation. Through analyzing the representation of reality in animation, it is clear to find that
animation needs reality as the mainstay beneath its illusory appearance.
Animation is not completely realistic and fictional. Every work of animation reflects how
animators cope with the balance between two senses. The Wind Rises(2013) produced by Ghibli
tells the story of an aircraft designer who really exists in history. This animation film is more like
the biography of this aircraft designer. Animators collect plenty of information from books and
also the designer’s descendants to show a historical figure as real as possible. To make a
biography of a historical figure, animators have to pursue a certain degree of realism. For
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example, the story cannot be fantastic. Or every object in the film should have reasonable
support for its existence. Animators from Ghibli know they are doing an animation film not just
a documentary though the subject of animation is a realistic one. Therefore, their imitation
cannot be defined as a copy of real life. Instead, their work is creating images that are beyond the
real world. The unreal treatment of reality in animation shows how animators understand the
realistic representation in animation and the influence towards the audience. Animators’ work is
not imitation but representation. In order to show the Japanese aircraft designer’s insistence on
making a powerful aircraft for people, animators from Ghibli spend time depicting his dream
where he met his idol who is the forerunner of aircraft production and they tested their aircraft
together. His dream is the embodiment of his insistence. Through this imaginative dream, it is
easier for the audience to get closely to the figure.

Figure 6. The Wind Rises (2013), the depiction of aircrafts that appear in the realistic world, not
in the main character’s dream, is more realistic that means close to the real world.
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Figure 7. The Wind Rises (2013), the main character met his idol of aircraft design in his dream.
He imagined how his idol encouraged him and overcame the difficulties together.

From this example, we see that a good animation is doing well at dealing with the
balance between what we see in the real world and how it can be represented in a fictional world.
Imagination and fantasy are familiar elements of animation. At the same time, the pursuit of
realistic representation is an important factor of interacting with the audience.
Animators’ exploration on how to capture the real world in animation has been reflected
in the recent works of animation with the general application of computer technology,
computer-generated imagery(CGI). Three-dimensional animation and live-action movies adapted
from the animation are popular topics in recent years. Film companies spend a lot of money and
time to make an animation more realistic. CGI is used commonly in many sci-fi and fantasy
movies for creating impossible or costly scenes. Pixar is very proficient with this technology.
Early in 2001, animators from Pixar had a very delicate treatment of the monster’s fur in
Monsters, Inc. The fluffy texture conveys a sense of reality to the audience. Although the story of
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monsters is imaginative, the enhancement of the sense of reality brings the plausible
impossibility to the audience, which emphasizes the gap between the imaginative animated
world and the real world. But in Monster Inc., this gap is what the audience is happy to see since
it is more like a good combination of two worlds. The effort of capturing the fluffy texture makes
the monsters have the character of a stuffed toy. The cuteness of a monster attracts the audience
especially children a lot.

Figure 8. Monster Inc (2001), very detailed design of the figure

However, the effort of capturing the real world for creating an animated world cannot
always be successful or satisfy all the audience. Excessive pursuit of restoring the real world in
animation work can be controversial. A question about how animators balance realistic element
and imaginative element is raised along with pervasive GCI in today’s animation production. A
comparison between the new version of Lion King(2019)and the old version of L
 ion King(1994)
describes this question concretely.
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The new version was adapted based on the version in 1994. It seems to have given up its
identity as an animation film; instead, it is a live-action film shooting the virtual scene through
virtual-reality tools(VR), which is a film whose technique depends on the animation method. Old
version of Lion King has applied advanced three-dimensional animated technology, which saved
the production time and also made the figures more vivid. Although the old version was made
twenty-six year ago, the audience still praises its excellent combination of the technique and
content that makes the story more epic and vivid. Undoubtedly, the new version of Lion King
does better than the old one in capturing the real world with the help of innovative technique.
New version does not aim at making a lifelike representation of the story. It has successfully
accomplished the reality of the story through the delicate depiction of animals’ fur and motion. It
seems that the new version is the best example of Walt Disney’s idea of “plausible impossible”.
Animation is good at representing people’s imagination. The more realistic depiction would
bring the pleasure of actualizing the dream. The lions in the new film are so realistic that it is like
the maker borrowed a real lion from a zoo and trained them to be the professional actor. But is
the realistic depiction of the animal figures in the new version equal to the vividness of the old
version? Does the “plausible impossible”(Disneyland 1956) mean making a fantasy come true in
the most realistic way, maybe like what is shot by camera in live-action film?
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Figure 9. Lion King 2019, the realistic animal with limited facial expression

Figure 10. Lion King (1994), same scene but with very vivid facial expression in the animated
version
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The discussion on degree of vividness leads to the question what makes animation different
from film. The answer is found from the comparison of two versions of the Lion King. Most of
the filming and layout in the new version maintain the same arrangement as the old version. The
beginning clips in two versions that various animals gather on the savannah for watching the
designated ceremony of the next king are almost exactly the same. However, relying on
advanced technique, the new version is like a documentary about animals filmed by National
Geographic. But, the visual effects of the old version are also excellent. The lithe action of the
ostrich’s running and the elephant's heavy walking are shown by the animators’ grasp of the
lines. In less than three minutes at the beginning part, the advantage of the old version is
reflected in the portrayal of the main characters. As the camera moves, a bird flies towards the
Lion King standing on the cliff and walks towards the Lion King. After the bird gives a serious
salute, the Lion King's face tilts to the right and its chin lowers. Then it shows a polite smile.
Next he lifts his chin and opens his eyes, showing its pride and dignity as the king of all animals
here. The animation version easily shows his polite and dignified character when the Lion King
first appears. In the new version due to the pursuit of showing the lion as real as possible, the
Lion King in this segment only has the prestige that is shown by its appearance, even a little dull.
When the new version was working hard to make the lion more real, it abandoned the
special representation of animation. The new version copies the facial expression of the lion
precisely. But, compared to the expression in the old version, the new version lacked the vivid
emotion of the figure. The real lion cannot have rich facial expressions like humans. But in
animation, the lion is anthropomorphic. The anthropomorphic way of representation is good at
conveying valid information of the animated figure. We can know quickly and precisely that the
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lion is showing its politeness or cuteness. The real lion does not have the concept of politeness
and cuteness. But the lion in a human-written story knows. So the anthropomorphic expression
of the lion in the old version is more successful to some extent than the new version. This
comparison tells us a probable difference of capturing the world in animation and a live-action
way.
Realism can mean not only the objective and detailed depiction of a real object, but also
animators’ subjective representation of a real object. We mentioned earlier that animation is not
just the copy of the real world. In Tom and Jerry, the representation of the cat and mouse
obviously lack many details. In the pictures below, Tom’s fur is not drawn in detail. Its toes are
drawn simply. But the lack of details does not influence our cognition that Tom is a cat. In order
to make the audience understand there is a cat, animators do not choose to draw all of the details
that make a cat cat. Inversely, animators represent a cat with limited information that can capture
the characteristics of a cat. Why do animators give up the detailed depiction of a cat? A standard
drawing of a cat should include a careful expression of its fur, accurate body proportions, correct
body parts, and also the light and shade on the cat. However, animated cats do not include all
information. Some of the detailed information can be taken as invalid one. They are not useful
for animators’ expression so that it can be ignored or simplified. Limited information can bring a
success of representation because animators select the key information that can make the
audience understand in a few seconds. Maybe this is one of the reasons why children are more
interested in animation since it is easy to understand.
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Figure 11. Tom and Jerry (1940), Tom’s exaggerated body and facial language

Animators put their purpose on the stage. At the same time, animators’ representation is
also in accord with the way people perceive the world. For example, try to close your eyes and
imagine the figure of a real cat. You will find that we do not draw a cat with details in our mind,
but the form of the cat. Our knowledge of an object is abstract and limited. The animated cat fits
the form of the cat in our mind. Therefore, we can say an animated cat is the same as a real cat
since it is close to the model of a cat in our mind. Besides, an animated cat is more vivid than a
real cat since animators endow human expression to it. Tom is an anthropomorphic cat. Its
exaggerated body language and facial expression precisely convey what a helpless person would
be like. Its vivid facial expression is conveyed by simple change of the line that presents its
eyebrows, eyes, and mouths. Again, the animators use limited information to make the audience
focus on the change of its facial expression. Tom’s facial expression cannot be actualized by a
real cat since it has less facial expression than human. But, when animators add anthropomorphic
expression to the animated figures, the audience are familiar with human-like actions. So we will
say animated figures are vivid and convey a sense of reality.
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Except for the design of figures, the depiction of motion in animation also shows
animators’ different understanding of realistic representation. In animation, what works well for
the communication between animators and the audience is the subjective information that is
contrary to objective information. The concept of subjective and objective information is from
Ghibli Studio according to Kawakami’s interview of animators and analysis of the work in his
book Contents No Himitsu(Secret): “Subjective information refers to the amount of information
that the human brain perceives and understand while objective information refers to the number
of lines in an animation and the amount of information such as pixels in an image in a computer
that can be measured by objective standards.”(Kawakami, 2015) I think the objective
information can be easily understood as the all information that an image will have. What
determines our understanding of a clip depends on the amount of subjective information. In
live-action film, there is more objective information since everything recorded by the camera is
full of details. But in animation, subjective information works more efficiently to convey
animators’ intention since it is a way that the human brain is more familiar with and the amount
of it is limited.
The example would be the difference of representing the motion of a ball falling to
ground and bouncing up in live-action and animation. In live-action film, the camera captures
whatever happens to be in front of it every 24th of a second. It only records a smooth motion of
the ball. But in animation, animators break the smooth motion of the ball and create a new
motion. To represent the motion of a ball, animators will firstly draw key frames of the whole
movement—the instant of the ball at its original place, the time of hitting the ground, the instant
of bouncing up to its highest place, and hitting the ground again and bouncing up to another
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height. Compared to the live-action film where the director can only record what happens to the
ball in a few seconds, animation allows animators to walk in these few seconds to emphasize
what happens to the ball. Although, today, a smooth movement in animation also needs at least
24 frames per second, the several keyframes have already composed an animated motion of a
ball. These key frames are also the subjective information that the human brain perceives
efficiently. Considering the hardness of the ground, the material of the ball and the force towards
the ball applied by people, the ball will have obvious transformation in these key frames. With
the subjective information in animation, the state of the ball is shown in a more efficient way.
In live action film, when we see the basketball or tennis ball or volleyball, we already
know what it is since the camera records a real object. In animation, the pattern of the ball can let
the audience tell what kind of ball it is. But, to have a better representation of the ball, the motion
of the ball is important. When animators break up the motion of the ball in order to represent
how it is like in the real world, they also find their power of creation. Although the shape and
pattern of the ball is restricted by its real property and the motion of the ball is restricted by
gravity, these restrictions would not limit animators’ freedom. They are good at depicting the real
existing ball influenced by gravity through emphasizing the transformation of the ball that will
not be so obvious and concerned in the real world. This is also the reason why an animated ball
conveys a stronger feeling of power than the one recorded by a real camera. The process of
decomposition in animation is interesting since animation sees the real world differently by
nature. Animators can not only select what information they think is important to show, but also
find a special way to grasp the realistic representation.
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Chapter 2: A reflection on previous study
If simply observing the style of images such as the object is either painted or
photographed, it is easy for the audience to distinguish the two kinds of artistic medium,
animation and live-action film. Animation and painting are closely related from the perspective
of visual effect in every separated image. In live-action film, the image is merely the
reproduction of what we see in the real world. But in animation, what we see is represented with
the design of lines and colors. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a striking
phenomenon that the boundary between animation and live-action film has become blurred with
CGI technique becoming pervasive in today’s animation production and the reduction of the
hand-drawn animation due to the high cost of time. In terms of content, live-action film
incorporates many computer-made animations to actualize the works with a fantasy topic that is
what animation has been good at since the birth of animation. Animation has also accepted new
challenges at the same time. Animation directors not only absorb film theory, but also apply
some live-action techniques into animation production. Meanwhile, animation itself is a highly
free creative medium. Both commercial animation directors and independent animation directors
have explored how animation can express realistic themes and the realistic style of images for a
while. Through learning from each other, animation and live-action film seem to be merged and
show more similarity.
Under this background, the new Lion King has been born. The director Jon Favreau
claimed in an interview that this adaptation of the old version animation is an exploration
towards both animation and live-action film. It is a case that studies how to make animation
more real while it is a chance to show the possibility of live-action film. The issues brought by
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the experiment of the new Lion King have also been explained in the previous argument. The aim
of the previous study is to examine whether there is any specificity in animation that can define
this art form and become a standard to differentiate itself from live-action film. The birth of the
new Lion King is an opportunity of finding what animation is good at by comparing two versions
of Lion King, same stories created in different contexts—animation film and live-action film.
From the comparison of the effects of two works, the animation and the “live-action” version of
the Lion King present the difference between two kinds of medium. The “live-action” Lion King
relies on backgrounds as the reproduction of real scenes and realistic imitation of animals,
actualizing the majestic representation of the animal world. The animated version of The Lion
King led the audience to experience the emotional power contained in the animal version of
Revenge by giving the simplified character a rich interpretation of emotion and body language.
The comparison between the old and new Lion King reminds us that there are still some
differences between animation and live-action film. Does animation have special expressions
that other art forms do not have? What is the characteristic in animation?
Analyzing under this comparison, the anthropomorphic character with flexible body
language and expressiveness of emotion might be the secret that makes the planar Lion King
competitive, possibly superior to the new one. Flexible body language and expressiveness of
emotion acted by the simplified character are familiar features in many animation works.
Therefore, can I say these features are the important thread to understand the distinctiveness of
animation? Even though the success of old Lion King shows people’s favor on these features in
animation, there is a shortage of taking these features as the common one in animation.
Animation is good at using these features to bring the audience a fresh experience while the
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animated performance at same time conveys the information efficiently to the audience. But after
trying to put my analysis of Lion King into a broad discussion on animation, the problem appears
--what some animation works are good at is not equal to what animation is good at. What
animation is good at is not equal to what makes animation special from other art forms.
Flexible body language and expressiveness of emotion, as the features shown in old Lion
King, are highlighted by the comparison with the new Lion King. Although these features are
typical in early American animation and also some of today’s animation, it does not take a
dominant position in other animation works. Besides, animation has a rich category including
clay animation, puppet animation, and so on. Animators are also exploring the possibility of
animation, expanding its scope. The feature I find in old Lion King has a limited explanation
scope, which is not applicable to other popular animation works. Even though we find a common
feature in certain animation works that is also pervasive in most animation work, can we say we
have found an essence of animation considering in my previous analysis, I incline to claim the
way of capturing the world in animation is different from the way in live-action film, which leads
a conclusion that there is a thing in animation making it different from other art forms? There are
two problems in finding an essence of animation. First, animation always expands its possibility
of contents and forms after the first animation work is born. So we are not sure if there is a stable
essence in animation, the changeable field being added with new possibilities of animation
works. Second, do we need to have an essence of animation? What can we benefit from having a
stable conception? For example, assuming flexible body language is the feature that we find
pervasive in animation works. An immediate response is once a work has this feature, it can be
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included by the concept of animation. An obvious danger is this idea implies that animation as an
artistic medium should have certain principles.
In my study on how animation represents reality compared with live-action film, it seems
I find some features that shared in most animation works can answer the “what is animation”
question. Meanwhile, these features are distinctive. They are hard to find in live action films.
This process corresponds to the formula of specificity thesis in the analysis of art forms—what a
medium does best will coincide with what differentiates it. In my analysis of these classical
animation works, flexible body language, expressiveness of emotion, and also simplified figures
are definitely the special expression method in animation. Animation has excellence at
representing reality with these features. Meanwhile, in comparison with live-action films, these
features are not owned by live-action films. They are the specificity that differentiates animation
from live-action film. Here, we might think the specificity thesis works well to find the essence
of animation. However, it fails. It cannot be a general theory to answer the “what is animation”
question. Carroll provides a good critique on why specificity thesis should be objected when
people want to define an art form.
Specificity thesis leads to a thought that every art form would have their own tasks.
Carroll uses the screwdriver as the example, “If you wish to turn a screw with a cross-shaped
groove on top, use a Phillips screwdriver. If you wish to explore the potentials of aesthetically
crafted language, use theater.”(282) If we wish to see the visual actualization of imagination, use
animation? The analogy of screwdriver brings the question whether an art form is a tool that is
created for a specific usage. Firstly, we can assume an art form can be like a screwdriver that has
a function endowed by its designers to fulfill a special task. But a screwdriver’s usage is not
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limited by its official instruction on its function. A screwdriver can be used as a small hammer at
certain times. Its function is not limited by the official guideline. Humans who use the tool
develop its possibility—what else can we use the screwdriver. Secondly, an art form cannot be
like a screwdriver. The appearance of every kind of art does not have a specific purpose. When
our ancestors drew their documentary or imaginative pictures on the cave or stone, they didn’t
imagine one day people would build a system of their drawings and try to theorize them. When
they were drawing, they didn’t hold a specific aim. For example, they would not tell themselves
that they must emphasize the sense of space because painting does best on the sense of space. It
is unreasonable because painting is evolving all the time. All the art gets involved through every
generation’s exploration and new bloods’ influence. Erwin Panofsky retold the history of film in
his essay “Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures”, which shows that the development of the
film art is not influenced by “an artistic urge that gave rise to the discovery and gradual
perfection of a new technique”(Panofsky 93). Instead, it was the technical invention that
promoted the development of art. The invention of the color film and sound film renewed the
previous discussion about what is film and what film does best. I think every kind of art could be
theorized by the achievement that they have owned while they will at the same time embrace
every possibility of expanding or refining their definition.
The specificity question is one of answers responding to the question “what is the
difference among various arts”. It replied that art forms differentiate each other depending on
what makes them excel above all other arts. Carroll does not agree with such an answer. He
thinks that the difference between art forms is not because they have different functions.
However, the diversity of art is found from the historical development, being explained by
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Carroll “each art arose due to a chain of events that led to its discovery or invention and to its
popularization.”(Carroll 283) There are no goals that have been set for different arts, “there is no
rationale for the system, for in truth, it is only a collection”(Carroll 283).
Specificity thesis in film theory is “filmmakers should stress the differentiating features(the
limitations) that enable the medium to potrary animated action(what cinema does best)”(Caroll
280). The immediate response to the specificity thesis is why what does best makes the artistic
medium distinctive. The problem of what does best is how to define the excellence of a medium.
According to the analysis of the old Lion King, can we say animation does best in portraying an
imaginative world? But some animation works did well in reflecting a realistic world rather than
depicting an animated illusionary world. Besides, many live-action films also did well in
portraying the imaginative world such as Marvel film series. So it will be hard to make clear the
“what medium does best” problem since there are too many possibilities of works in different art
forms. The problem about differentiation is similar to the question I presented previously, which
is about nature in each medium and the comparison of arts. The requirement of making each
medium different from others implies each medium should have an essence that distinguishes
itself from others. It is problematic because we do not know whether there is a thing making the
distinction. Like what the specificity thesis suggests, the excellence of the medium can be the
thing that produces the distinction. However, we have examined briefly that it is hard to find the
excellence of a medium considering we can see not only animation, but also the intersection with
painting, sculpture and so on in animation.
However, there are some reasons explaining why the specificity thesis was concerned
widely in the past. The first one is from Carroll’s defense of certain benefit from the specificity
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thesis-- “the specificity thesis served as a corrective to the vagueness of the tendency to reduce
all the arts to a common denominator.”(Carroll 279) The idea of “specificity” appeared as the
opposition to the tendency that all the arts are similar for their imitation of the beautiful in nature.
Considering our aesthetic experiences in daily life, various forms of art definitely share some
characteristics in common such as poetry and painting. Painting is a kind of visual art, usually
good at conveying an idea and emotion through the organization of lines, colors, space and so on.
Obviously, poetry is not the visual art. But, great poets are good at converting their words on the
book into the pictures in the mind through the comparison in colors, distance, size and so on.
Therefore, we assume that both painting and poetry attain their goals in the same way—visual
representation. Besides, different arts also share similar discoveries of beauty. Madonna under
Ralph’s brush weakens her divinity and shows her humanity as a beneficent mother. The similar
figure was also created by poets’ pen by describing gods possessing the same emotions as
mortals. Can we say drawing and painting are the same kind of art? No, so the specificity thesis
objects to the similarity of art forms efficiently.
Besides, the specificity thesis can explain why some artworks fail and others succeed.
Since it has defined that each medium does best at certain aspects. Thus, evaluating an artwork
would be easier. For example, if animation does best at using flexible body language and
expressiveness of emotion to capture an imaginative world, we can easily comment that the old
version of Lion King is more excellent than the new one. Besides, it will be easier to formulate a
theory of an art form or a history of an artistic medium.
But the convenience might not be what we desire. The standard of evaluating an art work is
complex in the field of aesthetic. Again, assuming animation does best at using flexible body
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language to capture an imaginative world, many old American style cartoons are evaluated as
excellent classical while the work like Les Fleurs du Mal(2012), a Japanese animation telling a
story about a teenage who loves Baudelaire’s poems, which uses rotoscoping technique depicting
the characters with limited body language and emotion, is taken as alien. But by creating a
concrete sense of depression with limited body language and emotion, Les Fleurs du Mal tells
people that animation can also function in a different way and be good at it. The history of art is
written in various ways of narration. Many versions of history have been forgotten by people.
Therefore, a convenient method of explaining why some artworks fail and others succeed is not
so necessary.

Figure 12. Les Fleurs du Mal(2012), a realistic style animation applying the rotoscoping technique

With the help from Carroll’s view, it is the time to turn our focus towards the specific
animation study to examine whether we can have a stable theory of animation or the nature of
animation.
One example why animation is hard to be understood through a single feature shown by
Stanley Cavell’s early book The World Viewed. Cavell theorizes what animation is like in order
to distinguish it from movies. Stanley Cavell has discussed whether we can put animation and
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live-action film into the same category. He answered that “Whereas I do, apparently, have to
show that cartoons are not movies, or anyway show that the differences between them are as
decisive as my emphasis on reality implies”(Cavell pp.169). Cavell’s analysis of animation
originates from his defense for the objectivity of movies. Cavell’s fundamental thought on film is
that film is the projection of the real world. His film theory is influenced by Panofsky and Bazin
who have the idea that “the basis of the medium of movies is photographic, and that a
photograph is of reality or nature”(Cavell pp.16). The experience of the reality during film
watching is actualized through “removing the human agent from the task of reproduction”, which
overcomes the subjectivity in reproduction by painting. In this way, “photography maintains the
presentness of the world by accepting our absence from it.” Thus, live-action film is more likely
to record the event that happens in a world where we are not present. We watch films as
onlookers without disturbing the reality of the world that do not exist. Film, as the projection of
the real world, by keeping distance with the viewers, allows the viewer to experience the present
world without any interference.
Based on his fundamental thought on the reality in film, Cavell gives two main reasons
why cartoons are not movies. In his argument, we can also see his effort to distinguish reality in
movies and reality in cartoons which is the fundamental difference between two mediums. First,
“there are no real laws”(Cavell 170) in the animated world. In live-action film, no one will care
about whether an actor follows the physical law to walk and run because as the one live in the
reality, he is inevitably limited by physical law. But animated characters can freely choose to act
with physical law or not. They can walk and run like real humans pretending to be limited by
gravity. But, in the next second, they can float in the air. Therefore, not like human, animated
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characters are not restricted by physical law. Animators decide whether the characters follow it
or not. In other words, it cannot be a projection of the real world. It can only be a projection of
the animated world. It is a world different from the real world in movies. Second, the characters
in animation are pure spirits, not like human beings as the owners of both souls and bodies.
Animated bodies can become very magic, powerful, and also imperishable. They can jump from
a high place without injury. When an animated figure is beaten, its body is able to transform
dramatically in order to show what has happened and convey a sense of humor. Cavell defines
animated characters’ bodies as “indestructible, one might almost say immortal; they are totally
subject to will, and perfectly expressive”(170). In comparison, human’s bodies do not own these
features that do not accord with natural laws. Human bodies are mortal and less expressive than
animated figure.The depiction of animated bodies is either surreal or fictional. Therefore, the
animated world is obviously different from the real world. Animation is not movies based on
Cavell’s theory that the basis of the media of movies is a “succession of automatic world
perception” since animated world is different from the “automatic world”, the real world.
Cavell’s analysis precisely summarizes features of early American cartoons. The features
of animated characters are greatly different from real characters. However, it is not a good
reading of animation, as an art form with various possibilities. First, the features of animated
characters cannot be applied into more animation works. After several decades with great
changes in fields of both live-action film and animation, more convincing reasons are needed.
With the increase of live-action working on fantasy, mortal bodies can have the features that the
animated world has. Meanwhile, different genres of animation try to come back to the physical
real world to tell a realistic story. They try to step over the boundary between animated world
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and real world, bringing a different kind of experience of reality. An indestructible and perfectly
expressive body is not owned by animation. Meanwhile, animation does not need an
indestructible and perfectly expressive body to become the essential performance. An
indestructible body and lack of any natural law are not so essential enough to reflect the nature of
animation since they are not so typical in other animation works. So these features cannot be
good evidence to distinguish animation from movies. Cavell’s view on animation actually falls
into the fundamental question whether what animation does best makes it distinctive from other
art forms.
It is difficult to have a general knowledge of animation by extracting several features
from a list of animation works. Philip Denslow made a point in 1997 that is still valid, “that no
matter what definition you choose, it faces challenges from new developments in the technology
used to produce and distribute animation”(Buchan 113). The development of technology
fundamentally influenced the birth of various styles of animation. The previous analysis of the
problem of two versions of Lion King also starts from the new technology applied into animation
production. Besides, animation does not reject the cooperation with other art forms such as
sculpture, live-action film, painting. The natural fusion of various art forms makes it more
difficult for us to distinguish the essence of animation as an independent art form. We can
assume, once animators keep their interests to expand how animation can do, it would be hard to
give a stable and general definition to animation. Maybe it is not necessary to theorize animation
in a bigger scope. “What is animation” should be replaced by such as “what is planar animation”,
“what is digital animation”, “what is Disney animation?” Analyzing animation according to
different periods, types, styles would be the efficient method. Can we say there is no possibility
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to understand animation in a general sense? Another implied question is whether we should hold
an anti-essentialist stance to read animation?
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Chapter 3: Lamarre’s practice of bringing specificity thesis back on stage
In the previous section, the answer that focuses on the specificity of animation cannot
bring either a generalized description to people’s impression on animation or an essential
understanding on animation. We can notice that there are some distinct features shared by
animation works forming the first impression of animation. We also notice that these features are
peculiar due to its distinct mixture of media. Ostensibly, the answer of “what is animation” is
expected to be a collection of people's impressions of the series of works that they call them
animation. But, when people collect and sort out the keywords of impressions, it is easy to fall
into the competition of these keywords in order to find the most correct and suitable one.
Animation always brings new ways of expression and visual experience under the influence of
inheritance and the pursuit of innovation. Once people want to get the most concise and accurate
definition of animation, they might fall into the problem of essentialism—whether animation, as
a conception, as a tool, and a form of expression, is worth the effort to explore its essence. Such a
problem might be caused by the ambiguity of our usage of language while there might also be an
inherent contradiction between artistic practice and theory.
Regarding the former, borrowing idea from Wittgenstein, our naming is not necessarily
logically supported. In other words, there is not only one way to explain a generalized concept.
Things called by the same name are possibly not so closely connected as we assumed. Applied
this idea to animation, the various types of animation works are not necessarily connected,
defined, and governed by similar generalized concepts. Our appellation is very likely to be loose,
lacking close inner connection. Therefore, looking at the question “what is animation” from this
perspective, the answer may be just a loose pile of impressions after people spent many efforts
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on finding the inner similarity. The latter contradiction specifically refers to animation as a series
of works created by people using similar tools or techniques, focusing on it as the art practice.
People can have a summary of classical works produced in the same period of time and assume a
reasonable animation style of these works. However, the assumption would be influenced by
time and geography, which can not be directly accounted for as a constant concept of animation.
In summary, the question “what is animation” is not productive since it is too broad and easy to
lead to a complexity on essentialism. But it can help us realize the collision between the
development of an art form and of its theory. Even in the knowledge of the problem, scholars do
not directly give up a relatively general understanding of animation. This is equal to directly
admitting that there is no possibility of essential things in animation which is easily refuted.
Therefore, continuing to explore in more detail about this big problem can still help us deepen
our understanding of animation. Thomas Lamarre is such a scholar who tries to continue to adopt
specificity and benefit from it. He has indeed found certain features that people have not paid
enough attention to in animation production though his theory also has certain limitations.
Thomas Lamarre is a scholar who has great interests in studying media, especially on
Japanese animation. His research on animation pays attention to the animation technologies.
Lamarre makes a clear claim in the beginning of Anime Machine that “this book presents a
theory of animation, unabashedly centered on Japanese animations”(Lamarre ix). Lamarre is
very ambitious in writing this book because he wants to provide an animation theory not from
textual description, metatextual speculation, sociological analysis, or formalist perspective.
Instead, he believes that a reading of animation based on its materiality touches a more essential
part of animation. He makes a summary to his aim of writing:
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“The question of ‘how to read anime’ led me to questions about the material and technical
specificity of animation that lie prior to any elaboration of animation form. I found it necessary
to ground my reading of animations in a theory of animation based on its materiality, that is, on
the material essence or force within its technical determinations. As a consequence, rather than
provide a list or catalog of formal features of animation or anime, I look at animations from the
angle of how they work and how they work on the world. I give priority to function and value
over form.”(Lamarre xi)
His clear aim puts several key words on stage that also appear frequently in my previous
study. Lamarre rejects “a list or catalog of formal features of animation or anime” as the
dominant reading of animation such as the expressive body and exaggerated facial expression
that we take as the main features of animation in previous study. Although we are not sure
whether Lamarre rejects these features based on my reason that they are difficult to be
representative for the developing animation works, we are certain that Lamarre believes that
analyzing animation from its material basis is a more fundamental and valuable reading of
animation. A study focusing on the "material and technical specificity of animation” shows that
Lamarre makes use of media specificity of an art form, which is questioned by Carroll. He
doubts “If one believes that every medium is automatically unique in terms of the structure of its
symbols, then why we fear that media will illegitimately spill over each others’ boundaries.”
(280) Carroll’s view on the medium is, first, the medium itself is a complex concept. Lamarre’s
ideas on “material and technical specificity of animation” are likely to be trapped by
medium-essentialism that Carroll is wary of. The content of medium-essentialism is “the
doctrine that each art form has its own distinctive medium, a medium that distinguishes it from
other forms(Caroll 113)”. Before we concretely introduce what material basis of animation is for
Lamarre, we can have a simple imagination that it seems to be the film and camera for live
action film and also be a series of moving images and cels for animation. It sounds reasonable
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that these are the specificity of the medium that make each art form distinctive. But the problem
is that not all art forms have distinctive media. Besides, an art form can have not merely one
medium. Here we can briefly understand medium as a means for storing or communicating
information. We can take animation as a whole medium that conveys visual information in an
animated method. But, it is also a mixture of various media like what we mentioned in the first
section. It can apply language, painting, sound, color, camera, and so on. The mixture of media
in today’s new developing art forms causes our fear that “media will illegitimately spill over
each others’ boundaries”. Therefore, the "material and technical specificity of animation” seems
to be difficult to be found in animation as a synthetic art form.
Furthermore, under the mixture of the media, the standard of specificity is not so clear.
What does the media specificity mean? Does it imply an effect that only animation can actualize
or do best? If the specificity of animation refers to the former one, the mixture of various media
damages this conclusion since various media co-exist in different art forms, which would
possibly lead to similar effects. If it refers to the later one—the specificity of animation means
what animation does best in its expression based on our agreement that media are shared by
various art forms, we can look back at the excellence problem in Carroll’s analysis of specificity
thesis. The competition of excellence would be hard to go on. For example, animation is good at
representing the imaginative scenes just like painting since they are hand-drawn, being less
restricted by physical law. Can we say animation is better than painting in representing an
imaginative story since it is longer and has movement? The standard is not so convincing.
Although I am worried about whether a broad theory of animation would be possible in
avoiding the trap of specificity, Lamarre finds a good starting point by studying the material
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basis of animation. Lamarre borrows apparatus theory and specificity thesis from film theory to
produce his focused analysis on the fundamental unit of animation—the moving images. He
studies the compositing of moving images. The material and technical element of animation
which seems to be fundamental in animation production. The compositing of different layers is
an inevitable process in animation. It seems that the compositing of different layers is a
distinctive feature for animation production. At the same time, the visual effects generated by it
is very different from other art forms.
The material and technical specificity of animation centers on the movement of images.
The movement of the images not only refers to the movement of the figures that is the trajectory
of the main object, but also includes the movement between the layers of cels. Both planar
animation and digital animation are built on the idea of the cel. In his view, techniques of
movement that make animated still images affect how anime thinks and what is the effect shown
as a complete work. Furthermore, it would influence spectators’ perception of movement in the
animated world.
Lamarre distinguishes two tendencies of movement—cinematism and animetism. We
should notice that cinematism is not the movement found in live-action film. In fact, both two
tendencies of movement are used in animation production. Cinematism is a conception that
borrows from live shooting from live action film. Virilio’s cinematism is described as “the
essence of cinematism lies in the use of mobile apparatuses of perception, which serve (1) to
give the viewer a sense of standing over and above the world and thus of controlling it, and (2) to
collapse the distance between viewer and target, in the manner of the ballistic logic of instant
strike or instant hit.”(Lamarre 5) It would be easy to understand it when we imagine ourselves
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being a bullet flying towards a target. We, as the bullet, will see the scene in front of us from a
one-point perspective. Our eyes, in fact, are the camera of motion of cinematism.
To understand animetism, it is easy to imagine us sitting next to the windows on the
moving train. The scenes seen by us through the windows are moving sideways, like sliding the
cels. The perception of watching the outside scenes from the windows of the moving train is
similar to the perception of watching most of the animation since the movement in the animation
is based on the movement of the still images. Usually, the motion with animetism is mainly
actualized by the actions of the characters and sliding motion of the background. But the motion
with cinematism shows its motion through both the camera and characters.
Cinematism is motion-in-depth, bringing a feeling of unity. Animetism is the motion
between multiple planes, bringing a feeling of separation. For Cinematism, the camera wants to
follow the trajectory of the motion of the main object. For animetism, the camera is fixed while
different layers of objects are composited together, which produce the relative motion. The
compositing always produces a gap among layers. For example, in Castle in the Sky, which is
also the example from Lamarre, there are many scenes that are actualized with animetism. The
boy and the girl found the legendary castle of the sky Laputa, and they enjoyed the spectacular
scene on the edge of the cliff together. In this shot, we can clearly feel the slow rising movement
of the background layer—Laputa up from the clouds and mist, showing his full picture to the two
children, who are relatively still. The camera also uses translational motion here. The
background layer is shifting, the camera is shifting, and the whole world is split into different
layers. Laputa in the background is depicted in detail, while the two children in the foreground
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are depicted relatively simple and flat. These practices have made the gaps in the images
unignorable. The way of perceiving motion is totally different from cinematism.

Figure 12. Castle in the Sky (1986), the experience of the overall movement in this scene is actualized
through the movement of multiple layers. The layer of two people is moving upward. The layer of the
castle is moving upward and zooming in. The layer of the clouds is moving towards the left.
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Lamarre summarizes the difference of two movements by saying, “when live action film
tends to shunt the force of the moving image through the lens and into camera movement in three
dimensions, animation tends to shunt the force of the moving image through animatic interval
into compositing.” (Lamarre 32) In live action film and many CGI animation works, the
cinematism is more often to be used since it needs a fixed camera(or virtual camera) as the
subject who directly gazes at the moving objects and experiences the movement. But animetism
is a matter of compositing. The viewers experience the motion in an indirect way through the
combination of the movement of different layers. There are gaps between the layers or planes of
the image. Since the animation stand is fundamental to cel animation, which allows layers of
images to combine together freely, it might be seen as the apparatus of animation, “but it does
not for all that totally determine or structure the visual field”(Lamarre 32).
The animation stand as the distinctive machine created for animation does bring a special
feature of expression in animation—the special movement pattern in animation. To some extent,
Lamarre’s analysis of the animation stand not only defends itself from my previous doubt on the
specificity of an art form, but also strengthens the importance of specificity thesis. In the
previous discussion, with the help of Carroll’s doubt on medium-essentialism, I doubt that the
possibility of finding a special medium that makes animation distinctive. But now, I agree with
Lamarre that the animation stand that functions on the movement in the cel animation does
generate a special movement that is found in animation. At the same time, it shows how
fundamental that compositing is in animation production. Besides, although Lamarre realizes the
limitation of specificity thesis, his choice of bringing it back to the stage of animation study
shows his view on the benefit of specificity thesis.
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Figure 13. The animation stand

Like Lamarre mentioned in Anime Machine, although the specificity thesis has been
abandoned by film studies and is avoided by animation studies now, we cannot ignore its
originality and importance. The content of the specificity thesis is “what a medium does best will
coincide with what differentiates it.”(Carroll 283) Before breaking the equation in the specificity
thesis according to Carroll’s analysis, we should firstly consider its background. In fact, the
appearance of a specificity thesis is to solve a basic question in art—what is the difference
between art forms, or to say what is the distinctiveness of an art form? It is a very fundamental
question not only for scholars who expect such an answer to be written on wikipedia in order to
make a conception clear, but also for people who are soaked in the mixture of different artistic
media such as new Lion King and Avatar, the live-action film with some animated features. Both
Lamarre and Carroll have discussed the importance of such a question. Lamarre provided a
historical background of this question. He mentioned that “as filmmakers strived to establish film
as art, and as critics strove to convince the world of the importance of studying cinema, they
insisted on its specificity”(Lamarre xx). It is a really fair method. Both filmmakers and critics
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tried to strengthen people’s awareness of the importance of an art form since they found film has
done a lot more than the joy of watching the motion and film could do more. Therefore,
emphasizing the distinctiveness of film is a good start to raise the status of film. By discovering
what might be the advantage of moving images that excels above other arts, film could keep its
worthiness of studying. Such a tendency can also be seen in animation studies since, with the
great development of animation from both commercial and technical level, people pay more
attention to merely animation with a reconsideration about whether animation can be a distinct
field of study, not a subordinate type under the moving image or cinema.
In his claim “look at the material and technical specificity of animation while avoiding
the determinism implicit in apparatus theory and specificity thesis of film theory”(Lamarre
xxxii), Lamarre shows his resolution to avoid the limitation of specificity thesis since his theory
still implies an essential component of animation on material and technical level exists. Like
what he claims “[the apparatus of animation]…does not for all that determine or structure the
visual field”, he believes that the main limitation of specificity thesis is the technological
determinism. The technological determinism means the animation stand as the special
technology of cel animation, determines or structures how we define animation, how we think
animation, and how we analyze animation. In Lamarre’s word,
“To counter this tendency of apparatus theory, I propose a very different way of thinking
about the apparatus. Rather than thinking of animation (or cinema) in terms of a technical device
that actively and totally determines each and every outcome (determinism), I propose thinking in
terms of passive determination, or more precisely, “underdetermination.”Rather than as an
apparatus, I propose looking at the animation stand in terms of what Félix Guattari calls the
machine or the abstract machine.”(Lamarre xx)
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Lamarre’s method of avoiding the limitation of specificity thesis is to question the transition in
specificity thesis from the peculiarities of the medium to the injunctions of how we define this art
form and how we think of it. The problem of specificity thesis is to compare the specificity of
one medium with other media and assume the excellence of the medium. More importantly, it
takes the excellence of the medium equal to what this medium should do, in other words, its task
and function. I think the “underdetermination” proposed by Lamarre is to break this
unreasonable logic inside the specificity thesis. Lamarre believes the animation stand as the
peculiarity of cel animation, on one hand shows its natural distinctiveness, on the other hand,
shows itself as the one of the elements that consist of animation, but not determine animation.
Lamarre’s practice of giving a theory of animation based on this agreement on Carroll’s
critique on specificity thesis. After he gives the view on the limitation of specificity thesis, he
tries to keep an undetermined state in order to avoid its material and technical peculiarity to
totalize or totally determine every outcome that comprises how humans make it and work with it.
I agree with Lamarre that the movement of moving images generated by the animation stand is a
very fundamental search on how animation works. Animators choose their preferred tendency of
movement to compose multiple layers of images in order to actualize different experiences of
motion. Besides, the function mode of animation stand reflects the unique art of compositing that
is mainly obvious in cel animation. Thus, Lamarre claims that animation is also the art of
compositing. But I do not think Lamarre’s practice successfully fulfilled his aim of giving a
theory on Japanese animation. Although the animation stand can be regarded as a peculiarity of
Japanese animation, it does not play an important role in both the representation of today’s
animation works and the analysis of animation works. The concept of compositing is an
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inevitable process of making animation, also in digital painting. But with the development of
technology, especially the usage of CGI and 3D technique, the way of forming movement is
more likely to use motion-in-depth with the virtual camera. Showing movement by multiple
layers of images is not a popular choice today. It was a peculiarity for the animation before the
digital era. Thus, Lamarre’s theory does not have a strong explanation power. For the benefit of
analysis of animation works, showing movement by multiple layers of images does not
contribute too much value since I think its birth and application is closely related to the limitation
of animation technology at that time.
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Conclusion
This section is divided into two parts—the summary of what I have done and what I
receive from the whole discussion. Firstly, I introduce the phenomenon in the animation field
that there are various types of works that are called animation while it is very hard to define the
term “animation” with the most concise word. The difficulty is 1) whether we can find a
common feature/features in most animation works 2) how we make this definition/features
distinctive from other art forms considering the blurred boundaries between animation and
live-action film. In chapter 1, I made my attempt of finding the common features in animation
works and taking them as the peculiarities of animation compared with live-action film. But, it
failed since 1) these features are hard to be the general ones for all animation considering the
inclusive contents of animation 2) with the help of Carroll’s critique on specificity thesis, I
realize that even though we can find the peculiarity of animation, it is not equal to the task of this
art form. Also it does not determine how we should analyze animation, which would lead to a
limited understanding of animation. This is what Lamarre tries to avoid in his theory of Japanese
animation. But the scope of his theory is also limited by the time and region considering the
developing technology in animation even though he critically uses specificity thesis to form his
theory minus the technological determinism inside.
In the end, I am not able to provide a brief and overall answer to “what is animation”. I
am not so interested in getting an essence of animation from this question any more. Getting a
direct and concise answer seems to be unproductive to me. But, in the process of knowing better
on why we ask this question and what is the difficulty of answering it, my understanding of
animation improves. I learn the development of technology will greatly change how we think
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about an art form. An art form is not a fixed concept. Like Lamarre, he realizes the importance of
the material and technological specificity of an art form. It will influence the possibility of
creation of animation.
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Young explorer Wandi has the best mom in the world who sent her a pair of wings that were
made of wax as the present. With her new wings, she was on the way to catching the light. But
the sun was high and hot. Wandi’s wings melted and fell from the sky. She was lost in this
unknown land. Without the direction, what she could do was to traverse the land by her feet.
There were dark forests, muddy swamps, monster villages, and more horrible places. But she met
new friends here. Mengmeng made a house for her. Zhenzhen invited her to have breakfast,
lunch and also dinner together. Pendle took her to the only amusement park in this land. Gigi and
Beibei invited her to join the meditation group. Icy introduced more friends to her.
The land has changed. However, she could not stop her steps. Finally, after Jay sent her a sword
that could kill all the monsters in this land, she saw the border of this land. She took the last look
at the land behind her, and said “Thank you all! Goodbye, my paradise.” Then, she took an
untied boat. The river sent her far away.
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